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ABSTRACT
There are evidences of a rudimentary international

system of innovation - through statistics of 
patents and scientific papers and data on
transnationals and their networks. This new 
global context means challenges and
opportunities for emerging economies. For 
overcoming the middle income trap the entry in 
new sectors is a key process, - and this entry is 
dependent on new firms and on diversification of 
existing firms.



Organization of this presentation

I- Clues of a rudimentary emerging INTERNATIONAL 
system of innovation - through patent statistics, scientific
paper statistics and information on transnationals (based
on Britto et al, 2013 and Ribeiro et al, 2017).

II- Implications of this present changing process for 
emerging economies - challenges and opportunities
(working in progress paper for 26th SJE International
Symposium).

III- The role of the entry in new sectors for those emerging
economies, entry that is key for overcoming the middle
income trap - and this entry is dependent on new firms
and diversification of existing firms (working in progress
paper for 26th SJE International Symposium).



I- An emerging international system of innovation? (Britto et 
al, 2013)



I- Clues on an emerging international system of 
innovation (1a) (Ribeiro et al, 2014)



I- Clues on an emerging international system of innovation
(1b) (Ribeiro et al, 2014)



I- Clues on an emerging international system of innovation
(2a) (Ribeiro et al, 2018)



I- Clues on an emerging international system of innovation
(2b) (Ribeiro et al, 2018)



I- Clues on an emerging international system of innovation
(3a) (working-in-progress: Ribeiro et al, 2019)

Country of Citing 
Inventor

Country of Cited 
Inventor Patents

1 JP US 45204
2 DE US 26714
3 US JP 24584
4 CA US 23652
5 GB US 23591
6 FR US 16606
7 TW US 11334
8 KR US 10966
9 IL US 10067

10 SE US 7874
11 US DE 7716
12 CH US 7442
13 NL US 6991
14 IT US 6624
15 AU US 6543
16 US KR 6464
17 DE JP 6355
18 JP KR 6259
19 KR JP 5178
20 US TW 5172

Country Pairs Ranking - 2009



I- Clues on an emerging international system of innovation
(3b) (working-in-progress: Ribeiro et al, 2019)

Year Nodes Connections Average Nodes Exponent
1991 144.810        225.468            1,56                   3,70
1994 170.120        292.725            1,72                   3,49
1997 209.470        394.976            1,89                   3,38
2000 307.998        644.155            2,09                   3,23
2003 381.616        829.467            2,17                   3,17
2006 441.181        1.005.060        2,28                   3,01
2009 513.414        1.177.881        2,29                   3,01



I- Clues on an emerging international system of innovation
(3c) (working-in-progress: Ribeiro et al, 2019)
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II- For emerging economies like Brazil...... 
.....a trap...., a MIT.....
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II- ... a new technological revolution – www as a big bang

(working-in-progress, Ribeiro et al, 2019a)

Year Citting Papers
2000 113.499               
2001 183.845               
2002 242.038               
2003 351.227               
2004 432.450               
2005 546.439               
2006 649.726               
2007 789.356               
2008 898.799               
2009 1.051.133            
2010 1.107.497            
2011 1.217.007            
2012 1.337.982            
2013 1.432.335            
2014 1.467.102            
2015 1.512.825            

Berners-Lee Tree's Temporal 
Evolution



II- ... and three challenges
• longer lives, with prospects of reasonably 

healthy lives at more advanced ages – changes 
in working burden throughout life, quality of work 
(Vaupel, 2010)

• the global challenge of climate change -
generation of environmentally friendly 
technologies, alongside the reversal of predatory 
development models (see Jakob and Hilaire, 
2015)

• reduction of social inequality as an essential 
prerequisite for overcoming the MIT



III- Clues of potential for a 
succesful catch up

• The first example is Biobrás, a company founded on the knowledge of researchers at 
ICB-UFMG: a successful case of insulin production, the company was acquired by 
Novo Nordisk at the end of 2001 (Valor, 2002).

• The second example is in the area of   search engines, activity of the post-www era: 
Akwan, a company founded by DCC-UFMG researchers and sold to Google in 2005 
(FSP, 2005).

• The third example is in the area of   biotechnology with the company Alellyx, founded 
with important contribution of projects involving Fapesp, company that was sold to 
Monsanto in 2008 (FSP, 2008).

• The future of Embraer is under discussion, a company that has in ITA one of the 
pillars of its origin and development and which is currently of interest to Boeing 
(Financial Times, 2018). 

• The strategy of the pharmaceutical company Cellera Farma is suggestive: the 
construction of the company in 5 or 6 years from now "to sell the operation to a US or 
European laboratory that want to enter the Brazilian market "(Valor, 2017).

• All of these examples suggest a paradoxical phenomenon, since on the one hand the 
potential for creating viable companies in strategic areas is clear, but on the other 
hand the acquisition of these companies can mean blocking the formation of a 
dynamic core of companies in strategic sectors - a key prerequisite for successful 
catch-up processes.



III- Five sectors - technological trajectories that start from traditional 
sectors in which the country has accumulated significant experience

1- Biotechnology, given the development already achieved in health, 
agriculture and given the biodiversity potential of the Amazon;

2- Nanotechnology, given the accumulation of experience of the 
country in sectors producing conventional materials, especially 
those of mineral and metallurgical base;

3- Solar energy, given the advances in the energy sector - hydraulically 
based and fossil based - and the insolation levels of the country, 
especially in poorer regions;

4- Big data, given the country's capacity in software and the possibility 
of taking advantage of the informational wealth provided by SUS as 
a platform for medical research;

5 - Robotics, given the historical presence of an industry of capital 
goods in the country, and the strategic role of this sector to raise 
labor productivity in the country, with consequences on expanding 
capacity to improve working conditions and articulate changes in the 
journey with a structural reform of social security.



III-Dynamics of needed investments: 

• Public programs for those technologies
• Public policies for diversification of existing large 

companies estimulating a greater involvement with these 
technologies

• Strong support for new firms to populate those emerging 
technologies, many of them will result from university 
research (supported by capital market institutions, 
monitored by large companies, to join or create networks 
with larger companies, to be acquired to renew the 
technology base of established companies)

• Public policies to support the autonomous growth of 
those new firms – and to take advantadge of 
opportunities related to an emerging international system
of innovation


